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This study is an attempt to measure the work of a 
group of school-children under two different conditions 
of sohool-room ventilation, and to determine what effect 
the change in ventilation had upon their mental and motor 
aati vi ties. 
A room was chosen in the Jackson sahool of this city, 
and for three weeks was kept under one kind of ventilation 
(to be described shortly) , and then for another three weeks 
was supplied wit~ a different kind of air. The children 
in the room were tested (in a manner to be described later) 
every day of the third and sixth weeks, and a comparison 
of the results of these t' ·o series of tests was made in 
order to discover how muoh the children were affected by 
the change in ventilation • . 
. .. 
. . 
The results of such t~sts ar,e o:f; ii tt.i.e:' value in deter-
. 
mining ventilation effeots, , hawever~ ~nless . one has some 
. . ... 
. 
means of allowing for the nu~ero~a : f~cf.brs which always 
• ti 11 I I 
. : ..... 
affect long-continued work. Practise in any activity al-
ways tends to increase facility, at least up to a certain 
point, so it would be only natural for the children to do 
more work the second week tested, th n the first, regard-
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less of change in ventilation. On the other hand fatigue has 
a tendency to reduce the ~mount of work the longer the tests 
are continued. Thus the results become confused and there 
' is dangenof ventilation effects being covered up by the 
factors involved in the worlt: its elf. One would not know 
how much to allow for the effects of practise and fatigue 
unless he had some plan by which they could be accounted 
for, leaving only effects due to change in ventilation. 
Isolation of ventilation effects was accomplished in the 
present experiment, as follows: 
A group of children was chosen from the Adams school 
whose averages in the tests were practically the same as 
the av~rages of the Jackson group. This group was test-
·ed in the same manner as the Jackson group onl¥ a week 1 ... 
ter--- that is, on the fourth and seventh weeks. The aim 
was to have conditions the same in both groups except 
ventilation; whereas the ventilation at the JackEon school 
was changed at the end of the third week, that at the Ad-
ams was left unchanged. The results of the tests as ap-
plied to the Adams group,then,give a standard as to how 
the children in the Jackson group would work if the venti-
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la.tion were left unchanged. 
The use of the Adams group as a check involves the mak-
ing of several assumptions. First, tLat tte two groups, 
who were chosen for com~arison because they averaged prac-
tically the same in the Nork tested, are equally efficient 
in the activities employed. This assumption is ba~ea on 
the similarity of their averages in the first series of 
tests. Bot·h groups ave:r- !lt;ed t1:e same v.;i t'l:i:i v=.e pe~~ cent. 
The ••v..1.·~ of t~c l..U.&~3 .:; ... :oup is s trifle the hig":.cr in all 
the test c of trc firct se_ i~:. ;;: .i:~c .:..~:::~pticn •&.S .:s.C.t1 
that this differenoe would remain constant , and in com-
paring the work of the two groups fo:c the second week, it 
was allowed for by deducting the amount of difference. 
This )laced the two groups on the same level at the be~in-
ning of the se~ond test-wee~, and it was assumed that any 
devi tion which then appeared in the work of the Jackson 
group could be ascribed to effects of ventilation change. 
This method of equalizing test-grouus differs from 
that used by Winch(4) who made similar tests to determine 
what time of d <r was most favorab Le for certain kinds of 
school-work. He tested his entire group for five days , 
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then using t he averages of these 9relimin ry tests as a 
basis , divided the group ~nto two equal parts one of which 
was tested under each condition under investigation. The 
present method of equalization seemed more advantageous in 
several res :J ects. In the first place , if the Jackson group . 
numbering 41 children, had been divided on such a basis, 
there would he.ve been left only 20 in eech group. Absences 
wouid have further reduced this number to at least 15 , 
thus lesstlming the reliabili t~T of the averages by decreas-
ing the number of cases. Furthermore , had the Jackson group 
been so divided, then half put under eac h kind of ventil 
tion, Group A would have been tested three weeks ~fter the 
preliminarj' tests , but Group B would have been tested six 
weeks after t he preliminaries. Thus the first group 1vould 
have been gi ven an advantage due to :eoency of practise 
which would have decidedly affected the results. It seems 
reasonBble to expect the two groups to be of anproximately 
equrl efficiency. Both contained 41 children doing t he work 
of the B 4th grade \ and all the conditions of their environ-
ment were similar with the exception of ventilation condi -
ti r ns . These , it w~s assumed , would remain practically the 
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same at the Adams school where it was that ordinarily 
found in a city school. Temperature was kept as near 68 deg. 
Fr. as possible, and inasmuch as this school is one of the 
largest and best-equipped in the city, conditions are like-
ly to be quite constant. 
Finally the assum tion was made that any difference 
in outside weather conditions aEiEing from the fact that 
the tests had to be given one week later in the case of the 
Adams group, would not materially alter the efficiency o f 
either group. It must be remembered that children are under 
school-room ventilation only five hours out of the twenty-
four. Furthermore this time is so divided by recesses t 
10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. and lunch hour from 12:00 to ~ ~30 
, t~at the children are never in the school-room more t n 
an hour and a half .at a time. This gives compatatively lit-
~le time for effect of school-room ventilation to appear. 
The tests were given the last hour in the morning in order 
to have the effectr of the indooY ventilatL1 n at its maximum .. 
The objection may be made that three weeks under each kind 
of ventilation is too short a time for ventilation effects 
to be developed, but it w~s impossible to carry on the ex-
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periment for more than six weeks without getting into spring 
weather and the season of open windows in the school-room. 
In the opinion of the experimenter, however, it seems like-
ly that any effect which could not be detected in the 
length of time allowed, would be negligible. 
nescription of Ventilating Apuaratus. 
At the Jackson school where the ventilation was to be 
changed, a complete ventilating nlant was constructed unde -
neath the test-room in order to supply air to this room a-
lone. In order to secure uniform ventilation for each child, 
the air was conducted to the front of each desk by separ-
ate pipes. A detailed description of the mechanism fol ows: 
* 
"The sir to be delivered to the pupils in the room 
was taken in through a window in the basement and passed 
over two Vento radiators to a · ebster air washer and humid-
ifier, thence to a heating coil from which the air was 
blown to the outlets in the room by means of a ~ irooco blow-
er. The main duct from the blower was carried along the 
ceiling at one end of the basement room immediately below 
the room in which the pupils to be the subjects ~f the ex-
periment were located, and from it three ducts were ex-
* 
The engineering work connected with the exneriment was 
under the direction of I< rederio Bass, )rofessor of Sani-
tary ~ngineering, University of Minneso ta. 
tended parallel to the rows of desks. From these ducts 
the air was carried through two-inch risers extending 
throup·h the fl.:>or to each desk in the room above, at which 
points it entered the room through funnel-shaped orifices. 
Previous experiment with a single desk and funnel ventilator 
had shown that with seven cu.ft of air per minute the head 
and shoulders of the pupil could be surroundad by air mov-
ing at a sufficient velocity to carry away the breath but 
still not great enough to be objectiohable. In this was it 
was made certain that each pupil would actually receive the 
air both in quantity and qualit~ that was desirable, and by 
means of a number of openings in the ceiling, through which 
the~ir was drawn by an exhaust fan, it was made equally ~er­
tain that the exhaled air would be immediately removed from 
the room. " (1) A long pipe was extended on two sides of the 
room where the black-boa_ds were located. The pipe was 
placed mid-way between floor and ceiling~ was ab6ut six 
inches in diamener and contained a row of orifices about 
2 sq. in. in size along its front side, about two feet 
apart. These orifices furnished air for the puuils ~hile 
v.-orking at the black-board. The temperature of the room 
.. ~=---~--. ---::~-~-------------------
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was kept as near 68 deg. Fr. a.c possible. Direct radiation 
in the room, the temperature of the entering air and the 
temperature of the water in the air washer were automatic-
ally regulated by thermostatic control. In addition to the 
above described apparatus, an ozone generator was installed 
and as the air entered the room it v.as injected with a 
small a~ount bf ozone (about one part to a million)J The 
room was heated by steam from the steam-plant which heated 
the building, but of course, all connection with the venti-
lating plany of the building was cut off. 
On Feb. 17, 1913 the system was put into operation 
and run for three weeks, fresh air being broup.ht in froma 
window in the basement and treated as described above. The 
fourth, fifth and sixth weeks, instead of introducing only 
outside air into the room, the intake window was opened on-
ly one inch, and the air wae taken from the exhaust pipe 
which withdrew it from the room. It wa. then returned to the 
room(through the individual o~eningsJ. Thus during the 
second three weeks of the experiment, the children were 
breathing the same air over and over again. uring the 
third and sixth weeks (the last week of each ventilation 
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condition} mental and motor tests were conducted each aay. 
On three days of these weeks, twenty of the children were 
examined for temperature and blood-pressure by Dr.Huen-
ekens. The following table gives the chronology of the 
experiment. 
Feb. 17-Mar. 7 inclusive, ventilation Bo. 1 at Jackson. 
Mar. 3-7 inclusive, tests conducted at Jackson. 
Mar. 10-14 
Mar. 10-31 
Mar. 24-28 
" 
" 
ff 
Mar. 31- Apr. 4 " 
" " " 
Adams. 
v@ntilatiofi No. 2 at Jackson. 
tests conducted at Jackson. 
" " 
n Adams. 
Description o~Test s. 
Division~ Substitution and JlCtor tests were used in 
forms to be described shortly. Promptly at 11 a. m. the 
tests were started, ten minutes being devoted to each ac-
tivity in the above order. For the Division teEt each 
child was given a paper upon which were printed 140 prob-
lems in short division. The divisors were 6,7,8 ~nd 9 
used in rotation, rnd the dividends contained three digits. 
The numbers were so arranged that each Jroblem came out 
even with two figures in the quotient. Owing to the impos-
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sibility of combinin~ the nine digit s in such a manner as to 
furnish nevr nroblems every day , the same problems were gi v-
en each day. Careful instructions were given before eaoh 
of the three tests and two minutes practise allowed in each 
one the fi~t day so as to permitpf sli ~ht familiarity and 
prevent misubderstanding ofthe instructions. After in-
structions and preliminary practise, the papers were laid 
faee-downward upon the desks and the children were told to 
write in the upper left-hand corner, date, name, age and 
birthday. When all had finished, the children turned over 
their papers and the signal was given to start, timicg 
always being done with a sto~-watch. At the expiration of 
five minutes a signal was given and each pupil drew a line 
underneath the problem he was then working. This was done 
in order to furnish a means of comparing the work of the 
first five minutes with that of the last five minutes. 
For the Substitution test a sheet of naper was given 
each child containing the letters of the alphabet arranged 
in two horizontal rows across the top. Underneath each let-
ter was placed some number which lay between 11 and 36 in-
clusive. These numbers were arranged in chance order. The 
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rest of the paper was covered with sevebteen rows of 
squares. ten in a row, each square containing a number and 
a space und~rneath in which to insert the letter which ac-
companied t hat number in the key above. The arrangement of 
the numbeEs in the key was varied from day to day. The pro-
cedure of this test was the same as that for Division. A 
e&eh 
sample of/\test-sheet appears in the Appendix. 
The motor test consisted of the side-wise movement of 
the index finger de~cribed by Bergstrom(2) with a modifica-
tion in the manner of holding the rest of the hand in posi-
tion. It was manifestly imposslble to obtain kymographic 
records of the work of each child , so a simple ergometcr 
~ 
was devised which could be adapted to group tests and ob-
tain fairly accurate measures of movement against a slight 
pressure (the wire agitator described below). In this 
ergometer he finger is inserted into a. circular hole in a 
lever , which, when raised up and down moves a ·slide back and 
forth. This slide runs horizontal_y in a standard which con-
tains e hollow tube 5/32 inches in diameter. On top of this 
standard , which is three inches high , is a round wooded 
bowl serving as a hopper. When this is filled with steel 
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balls 1/8 '' in diameter , they drop down one by one into the 
tube and 1est upon the slide to which the lever is attached. 
'llhis slide, which is exactly 1/8" thick, contains a small 
hole just large enough to accomodate one of the steel- balls. 
As the slide is moved outward by the raising of the finger-
lever . it carries out the ste ~ l ball from the standard 
and dro os it into a receptacle at the side. Then, as the 
lever is pulled down, the slide moves back into position 
and another ball drops into the 1/8 " hole. The standard 
is mounted on a thin ~ase and clamped to the right side of 
the desk, with about two inches projecting beyond the edge 
• 
of tho desk. On the under side of the base is a small ledge 
upon which the middle finger rests. The fore-arm rests upon 
the desk. At the conclusion of the test-period the recep-
tacles whioh catch the balls are collected and their contents 
weighed , from which it can be determined how many times 
the child raised his finger the reouired height. 
Since the balls tend to clog at the mouth of the tube , 
a wire extending through the bottom of the hopper into 
the top of the finger-lever agitates the balls with every 
movement of the finger. Where a short test is made,how-
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ever, a vertical brass-tube two feet in length replaces the 
hoppe~and the wire may be dispensed with. This arrange-
nment affords a movement that is praotioally without fric-
tion. 
It is to be noted that the structUBe of the apparatus 
compels the child to raise his finger to a certain height 
in order to have the movement counted. Every upward stroke 
of the lever must be high enough to carry the slide beyond 
the edge of the standard or the ball will not drop. On 
the othe~ hand, every downward stroke must bring the lever 
clear down to the base or the hole in the slide will not 
lie underneath t he hole leading from the hop~er. This 
regulating of the lift inspres a movement of the finger 
throughout a wide amplitude, and brings about a fatigue 
eff eot which can not be secured by only a moderately hi h 
lift. 
This instrument , though not possessing the refinements 
of the Bergstrom ergograph, neverthele · s lent itself very 
satisfactorily to the present experiment. It is easy to 
adjust and easy to operate ; c~n be adapted to any size 
hand by using an aperture in the lever fanther from or 
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nearer to the axis of the lever. Furthermore the element of 
interest is always present--- an important desideratum in 
dealing with children. It ir made pf hard maple and can be 
manufactured for fifty cents. 
Various modifications of method can be employed; the 
time can be divided into several periods by the use of 
different receptacles. In the present experiment the record 
of each test was divided into two parts by the use of two 
differently colored boxes which were shifted at the end of 
five minutes, thus securing a measure of the first five 
minutes• work to bA compared with that of the last five 
minutes. 
Method of Scoring. 
The method of scoring WAS as fo l lows:-In division every 
correct solution was given a value of three. For an er ·or 
in the first figure of the quotient, two was deduated, and 
for an erD~r in the second figure, one wa~ deducted. For 
every exa.mple omitted. one and one-half was deduated. Un-
der this system of scoring the highest score attained by 
any indi vidua.l during a ten-minute period WFJS 335, the lo -
est, 10. 
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In substitution, every square correctly filled counted 
one; for each substitution omitted, one was deducted. The 
highest score attained b~ any individual during a ten-min-
ute period was 144, the lowest, 24. 
In the motor test, scores were obtained by weighing the 
total number of balls dropped by each individual and divid-
ing by ·the weight of one ball. The hi q,hest score made in 
ten minutes was 1093, the ~owest, 123. 
Discussion. 
The tests were chosen with a view to selectin~ activi 
ies of as varied nature as possible, so that there might 
be several chances of detecting ventilation effects, and if 
they were discernible, t .rat they might be obser ved from 
several angles~ That this end was attained is evident from 
the comparatively low correlation of the tests with each 
other. The work of the AdBms group in Division correlates 
with their work in the motor test by .06; Substitution 
with motot, by .49; Division with Substitution,by . 36 
(using the method of rank differences). These low correla-
tions show that "he functions exorcised by the t~ree tests a 
are cuite diverse. Division work requires a hig-h type of 
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seleotive thinking and good memory for multiplicntion ta-
bles. The motor teet measures voluntary ability to move the 
finger rapidly and continuously. Success in the Substitution 
test requires quickness of perception and the ability to ad-
just oneself readily to new conditions. I nasmuch as the ar~ 
rangement of the numbers in the key was varied every day, 
the child was obliged, in addition to adjusting himself to the 
new arrangement, to also ~CTk against the habit he had 
formed the day before. All three tests require close at-
tention, and in the Substitution and motor tet..ts there is 
opportunity for considerable econdlmizing of effort by the 
gradual elimination of useless movements. 
~he value of the tests as constant measures of the 
work of one child relative to the work of another is indi-
cated by the following table of reliability coefficients, 
com)uted by the method of rank difie~ences. 
Correlations in ork of Ad ·=>ms G1·oup. (No.of 
Cases. ) 
First and second days' work in Division .91 25 
Fourth " fifth " " " " • 90 Firs.t " second " moto.l'." work · .87 19 
Third " fourth II " " • 89 First " second II work in Substitutinn • 83 28 
Fourth " fifth " " " II • 75 
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Inasmuch as the Substitution test seemed least reliable 
of the three, the first day's work in this test was compared 
with that of the tenth day, and a correlation of .77 was 
found. These high reliability coeifioients indicate 
that the tests are good tests. 
A feature that commends them for use with children 
is the high interest-value they possess. The children wel-
comed the test-hour with demonstrations of joy, and main-
tained, on the whole, a considerable amounf of zeal. A few 
words of encouragement and commendation were given each 
day, and positive suggestion made th~ t they do even better 
than they did the previous day. At the conclusion of the 
first day(s work in ~ivision and Substitution in each 
school, the children were asked to write down which of the 
two tests they ~iked better. The prefe~ences were as follows: 
Division 
Substitutimn 
Absent 
Jackson 
7 
32 
2 
Ad ems 
6 
32 
3 
Individual differences in performance were reat, but 
the extremes were similar in each group as shown by the 
following table: 
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(Di vision. ) 
First test-week. 
Jackson Adams 
Lowest score 10 11 
Average " 98.1 99.9 
Highest " 215 G42 
Second test-week. 
Jackson(?) Adams 
29 26 
160.2 125.4 
335 309 
(SubstitutionJ 
Lowest 
Average 
Highest 
score35 
II 6 5. 3 
II 119 
Lowest score 164 
Average " 423.3 
Highest " 708 
32 
64.3 
107 
(Motor.) 
123 
440.4 
784 
24 
70.l 
144 
154 
519, 9 
8b0 
24 
73.3 
129 
194 
549- 2 
1090 
From this examination of the tests it ap~ ears that 
they are admirably suited for measurements of work in ven-
tilation eff ects. Their value in use with groups is evi-
dent from the tendency of each child to retain the same rank 
in the group in succe 2ive tests. Their value as group 
tests is further shown by the similBrity with whi~h the two 
groups worked, as will appe r in the results. In addition 
to he extreme similari t~ of the averages in all .. :h.ree tests 
there was a corresponding similarity in extremes. The same 
test w s preferred by an equal number in each group , and 
the effects of practise and fatigue were almoEt exactly the 
? See p. 21. 
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same upon both groups. 
The tests measure functions that are ~uite diverse , 
as the low correlations indicate. This makes them especi-
ally valuable in measuring effects whose exact nature is not 
known. It is further evident that the diff erent tests 
also cheoM each other as to effects of subjective distur-
bance. It is to be regretted that the Division reeults 
were injured by interference, still the clearness with 
which this interference is shown , is excellent evidence of 
the delicacy of the test. 
Interpretation of Results. 
After eliminating the records of all children who 
were absent on any of the test-dRys and who were thus de-
prived of practise, together with one who was pronouncedly 
feeble-minded and thus unable to do some of the work, the 
number of records finally used out of the : aokson group was 
reduced to 28 eaoh for Division and Substitution. The num-
ber of motor records used was further reduced to 17 owing 
to the fact that some of the children experienced difficul-
ty witt their machines while others broke th.am. Although 
these were furnished new ~achines, each child ·orking 
( 
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steadily, still it se 1 med advisable to use only the records 
of children who retained the same machines throughout the 
tests. The Adams group was reduced in the same manner to 
25 for Division, 28 for Substitution and 19 for motor. 
The total amount of work done each day by the average child 
is as follows: 
Jackson Oroup(ventiletion changed.) 
Mon. Tues. Wed. Th. Fri. Total P.E. 
Division(MPr.3-7)67.3 86. 8 105.4 109.6 120.8 490.0 154.0 
? " (Mar. 24-28) 133' 7 163. 7 161. 5 Jl.61. 4 180. 7 801. 0 220. 0 
Sub. 1st. wk. 
" 2nd. " 
54.0 
69.1 
63.7 68.0 65.6 75.2 326.5 54.4 
70.0 70~0 . 71.0 70.8 351.0 64. 9 
Motor ,lst. 11 (Omit t ed)354.4 420.0 459.3 468.5jJ..693.2 295.3 
II 2nd. II 11 5010 0 473.3 530.6 574.6~079.5 304.5 
Adams Group (ventil~tion unchanged.) 
Div. ( iiar.10-17) 69. 5 86.0 10').6 112.9 130.9 soo. o 147.4 
" (Mar. 31-A.4) 107.3 111.7 129.l 139.4 139.5 627.l 186.4 
Sub. 1st. wk. 52.5 61.2 68.8 66.0 73.2 321. 7 46.2 
" 2nd. II 69.8 74.7 73. 9 75.9 72.3 366.6 69.9 
Mot. 1st. wk. (Omitted)362.l 433.0 470.7 495. 8 1761.6 334.3 
" 2nd. II " 518.6 554.0 556.7 567.4 2196.7 98.8 
For graphic representation of results see Appendix. 
. The curves show at a glance extreme simi l arit in 
the work of the two groups. In view of the similsrity of 
? See p. 21. 
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pwrformance during t he firs week, it is to be expected that 
the work of the eeoond week will be equally similar unless 
some new element is introduced. It is then in the second 
week's results that one is to look for possible effects of 
the change made in ventilation. 
A. Di vision. 
The work of the Jackson g: oup differs most noticeably 
from that of the Adams in Divisioh. The total score made 
by the average child for t he first week is 490, a.nd for the 
second week, 801. This represents a gain of 64%, while the 
corresponding gain made byhthe average child in the Adams group 
group is only 25%. This enormous differenoe aroused the 
experimenter's suspicions, and upon investigation it was foun 
found that during the two we ~ks elapsing between the first 
and second test-weeks, the teacher had been coaching the 
children in short division, using as divisors, 6,7,8 and 9. 
The curve shows the res ults. The Adams group began the 
second week's work in Division at some distance bellYW the 
mark of efficiency attained at the end of the first week, 
showing a loss in efficiency due to practise. ~he Jackson 
groun, however, began the second week's work far in advance 
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of the point attained at the end of the first week, showing 
clearly the effect of the intervening two weeks' practise. 
The occurrence of this phenomenon, while extremely interest-
ing from a psychological and pedagogical point of view, is 
most unfortunate for the purpose of this experiment. as it 
thus becomes impossible to compare the total work done in 
Division by each group. 
Inasmuch as the work of each day was divided into two 
five-minute periods, it is possible to compare the two group 
groups with respect to their rate of fatieue. Although 
practise would tend to increase the amount of work, fatigue 
would aot in the opposite direction, and the combined effect 
of these two factors may be measured by a "frtigue-index" 
found as follows: - The total score for the week , made b~ 
each child during the second five minutes of the tests, was 
divided by his total score for the first five mim1te periods. 
This was done in the case of twelve c~ildren in each group 
(only that number marking the time periods acJording to di-
rections.). For the first week, both groups had the same 
fatigue-index---.8125, m.v._ .11 For the second week, the 
fatmgue-index for the Jackson group was .7609, m.v., .08, 
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and for the Adams, .7591, m.v .• 11. The difference is only 
.0018, and as its probable error is .037, it will be seen 
that the slight difference is not at all significant. Thus 
the Division results , though not comparable qn gros , never-
theless, as treated above , show no effect of change in ven-
tilation. 
B. Substitution. 
The second week's record for Substitution shows a dif-
ference of 15.6 in the work done by the average child of the 
two groups. This difference is in favor of the Adams group. 
It is to be noted that the difference existinr: between the 
two groups at the end of the first week is that between 
326.5 and 321.7 or 4.8. Assuming that this difference con-
tinued in the second week , the net difference becomes 10.8. 
The probable error of th.is difference computed by the formula 
P.E. of Difference=Y":P:E: ~~. is 17.7. The chP.nces are 
' :i. 
even, that a difference of about 3fa would occur in fifty min-
utes, or the chances are two out of thre 0 that there will be 
some difference in favor of the fir ct form of ventilation. 
Since four days out of the last five testes show against the 
J'ackson group unde1· the second condition of ventilation, 
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the chance that it had a slight efiect is somewhat increased. 
Subtracting the daily average difference between the two 
groups of.96,(obtained by dividing 4.8. by 5) the daily 
record of the last week stands as follows : 
Mon. Tues. 7/ed. Thu. Fri. 
Adams 69.8 74. 7 73.9 75.9 72.3 
Jackson 69.l 70.0 70.0 71.0 70.8 
----- ----- ----- ----- ------
Difference • 7 4.70 3.90 4.90 1.50 
Subtract • 96 .96 • 96 . 96 
Net difference 3.74 2.94 3.94 • 54 
As the difierence is only two-thirds of its probable 
error , however, it is not to be regarded as outside the _ 
range of a ·3hance er ·or due to the single week's sam')ling 
of the conditions. 
A further comparison is made possible by comnuting the 
gain or loss made b; eaoh individual. This is ao-n.e by 
subtracting the total score made by each child during the 
first week, from his total score of the second week, or in 
case of a loss, vice versa. This shoRs that out of 28 
children in the Adams group , only 3 actually lost, while 
out of ~he 28 children in the Jackson group,lcss occurred 
in 8 cases. The average gain made b~ those who gained is 
also greater in the case of the Ada.ms group , being 16p , 
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while that of the Jackson was 13%.* This method of compari-
son is hardly justifiable, however, as it fails to take 
into account the fact t~at the Adams group was slightly su-
perior to the other group at the start ana would be expex-
ted to gain faster thPn the Jackson group. 
The fatigue-index for the first week, computed for 
seventeen children in each group wus the same in both groups 
• 896 wi t i·· a m. v. of • 099 in the Jackson average, and of 
.072 in the Adams average. Second week, Jackson .933 
m.v •• 15, Adams .883, m.v •• 10. The difference in the fatigue 
index of the Eecona week is .065. It is possible that this 
difference may be significant, beinP- a third lar~er t han 
1 ts probable error which is ·• 037. The fact that this dif-
ference, sli ~ ht·as it is, favors the Jack on group, is 
hard to explain, in view of the fact that the total work 
done by the Adams group slightly exceeded that done by 
the Jackson group. It is hardly probable that the differ-
ence in fatigue-index is due to change in ventilatioh, as 
the fatigue-index was not aff ected in either of t he other 
tests. The only hypothesis that offers any clue is in con-
nection with the }')aculiar hebi t-making and -breaking 
* The absolute amounts are as follows: 
No. of' pupils .Amount Av • M.V. No. who .Amt. Av. M. V • 
who gained. of gain lost 
Adsms 25 1319.5 52.8 27.8 3 59.0 19.7 39.3 
Jackson 20 868.0 43.4 29.9 8 189.5 23.7 165.8 
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process involved in this test. It is possible that the 
Ada.ms groun, being naturally a trifle superioE to the 
Jackson group, were able to completely adjust themselves to 
this feature during the first week, while the other group 
might still be showing the effects of this adjustment in 
the second week. The true significance of this difference 
can be determined only by further experimentation. 
C. Motor. 
The motor record forthe second week's work of the 
Jackson group shows a decided drop on the second day. As 
this drop is entiJrely out of proportion to the rest of 
the curve , it is probable that some constant error entered 
in- - - possibly a mistake in weighing the balls which record 
the finger- movements.Omitting the second day's work from 
both records, the curves follow ea1h other fai ' ly regularly. 
The following table gives a comnarison of the motor work 
for the three d ys of each week--TuesdPy , Thursday and Friday: 
Numbe r of 
First week 
Av. M. V. 
dams 1329. 291 
Jacksonl273 257 
Dif. 56 
movements made by average child. 
Second week 
AT. 
1643 
1606 
... ____ .._.._ 
37 
. v. 
505 
230 
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The difference in favor of the Adams grou~ at ·the end 
of the first week was 56. Assuming that this differenoe 
remained constant in the se~ond week , the net difference 
between the work of the two groups for the second week is 
56- 37 or l~ , in favor of the Jackson group. This differ-
ence is less ~han 2/10 of its probable error, (108) 
however , therefore it can only be attributed to chance. 
T he ~reatest difference occurring in any one day is that 
on ThursdAy---26. The probable error of this difference is 
42. Since the dif±erenoe i s only 6/10 of the probable 
error , the chances are only two out of three that there 
would be any difference. 
A comparison of gains distributed among individuals * 
shows a slight average gain in favor of the J~ckson g~oup , 
the difference being 24. 2 , but the number of oases is so 
small and the mean vari~tions are so high that the differ-
ence can herdly be regarded as significant. The objection 
to this method of cemparison was discussed in connection with 
individual gains in Substitution. 
The average fatigue - index for the first week, com-
puted for 16 children in each group is 1.016 in eaJh group 
* The absolute amounts are as follows : 
No . of pu)ils Amount Av. J.V. 
who ~ntnP.o of gain 
Jaoksor 1 4 6239 445i6 214. 6 
Adams 16 6743 42r. 4 ~47.0 
No. who Amt. Av. 
lost 
3 f,"1'1 92. 3 
3 776 58. 7 
M. V. 
153.4 
174. 6 
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indication of any effect of ch ge in ventilation. and 
the slight difference observable in t .e second wee 
Substitution work i not outside the range of hen e error. 
The wo rk os examined with reference to total amount, r te 
of improvement, and rate of f tigue, and in all these r -
s~eots except that cited above, the work of t e Jae son 
group sho ad practicall no vari tion from th t of the A-
dams group here the ventilation wa unchanged. 
The attempt as made to furnish quite differ n con-
ditione of ventilation. During the fir t t s ir 
as furnishe as fre h possible , hile durin th s oond 
three eeks the ohildr n ere b e thin the e ir o 
and over a ain. It is im OB ibl to t te on "it ion 
of the air for either of th B p riod B it s not oh 
io 11 .. tested. he in er in h e of th mo h io 1 
ide of t e e>::per im nt st t r, 
dioxide at no time re ohed the ount 
~p ble of producin f eta, and th 
probe.bl largel burn a p b th ozon 
duri the entire experiment. 
Speai 1 ttention a p id in thi 
th t 
hi oh . 
i 
hi oh 
h bon 
b n o nd 
t r 
u. l 
ri n • to 
distribution of the air. The attempt was made by means of 
individual air-ducts, to give air the same in kind and amount 
to all the children. Whether or not the results obtained 
in this way would be secured with non-distributed air 
is still a question. 
A distinctly economic phase of the investigation re-
lates to the cost of supplying air to the group. Under 
the conditions of the experiment, each child in the Jackson 
group was supplied with only 12 cu. ft. of air per min-
ute from the ventilating plant. This includes tha.t 
carrie( to t he desks and to the black-baard. This is less 
than half the amount considered necessary for school-rooms. 
An additional economy consists in the fact that the air 
did not require heating the second week, as it was taken 
direct from the warm room and recirculated. In asmuch 
as the children's work did not show posttively certain 
effects of this condition, it appears that considerable 
saving in operating expense is possible in school-room 
ventilation. 
Conclusions can be drawn from the records of the Jack-
son group, which, while not nertinent ~o the present in-
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quiry . are nevertheless interesting from a psychological 
8nd ped.agogical point of view. The gain of the coached 
group for the sedond week's tests stands to that of the 
non-coached group as 64~ to 25~. This gives an interes-
ting side- light upon the work reported by Phillips (3) 
who found that a group of children who received ten minutes 
lripl per day for two months , increased in ability to mul-
tiply three times as much as an undrilled group. The 
increase in abilit~ to divide , shown by the present drilled 
group, is about 2 1/4 times as great as that shown by the 
undrilled group. As nearly as could be determined, 
drill w~s given about hall an hour each school-day for two 
weeks previous to t ~e second week's test. 
The results of this study emphasize the fact that t 
there is wide scope for experimentation in the field of 
ventilation. With longer tests on a greater numbe r of 
individuals and with analyses of air it would be possible 
to state conclusions more nositively. The st•dy of venti-
lation involves a large number of fact6rs such as chemical 
constitution of the air . temperature , humidity , volume 
and distribution. Confronting the investigator are such 
I 
I 
I 
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questions as these:- What is the effect of organic matter 
in air, and in what quantities can it be present without 
~roducing farmful effects? Is air used over and over again 
made good es new by ozone or other treatment? How much air 
is required per minute by each individual? .Are the ill 
effeots of old air due to stagnancy? To what physiological 
fact oan we ref er feelings of depression and fatigue accom-
panying eome kinds of ventilation? These and many other 
guestions are of prime importance in establishing a science 
of ventilation. Their satisfactory answer will require 
long and painstaking experimentation upon a large number 
of subjects. A great variety of activities must be stud-
ied under controlled conditions, and close attention must 
be given to physiological details such as red-blood counts. 
haemo-globin estimations etc. Feelings of depression. 
fatigue, eto. must be studied by psychological methods. 
Careful reoords must be kept of chemical analysiR, temper-
ature. humidity; Tolume, distribution, etc. The whole 
problem is one that requ ires the most thorou h and intel-
ligent cooperation on the part of engineers, hysiologists 
~nd psychologists. 
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The present application of psychological tests to 
the solution of the ventilation problem is mainly import-
Ent in demonstrating that methods 1-: re available for deter-
mining the effects of ventilation upon different sorts 
of mental and physical work performed by groups of school-
children simultaneously. Judged by the criteria usually 
applied to work-tests, those used in this experiment have 
been found remarkably satisfactory. The stability of the 
averages, the high reliability coefficients for repeated 
trials of the same tests, and the evidence that three 
differenc types of activity were reached, all speak for 
the value of the methods adopted. 
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(Sample of Division test.) 
6)210 7)441 8)456 9)851 6)486 7)518 
8)568 
7)357 8)648 9)162 6)534 7)483 8 ) 41Q 9)~!~ 
8)184 9)864 C)30G 7)609 8)Q~Q 9)19~ 6)2Hi 
9)10~ 6)4'?.i 7)i97 8)~36 9)432 6)~82 7)413 
6)10~ 7)301 B)~QQ 9)657 6)258 7)469 
8)592 
--
7)147 8)58~ 9)!1'7 6)~5!! 7)~Qi 8)!92 9).9_±~ 
8)264 9)84!! 6)318 7) _g7:-l 8)~64 9)~05 6)426 
9)774 6)588 
-
7)168 8)776 9)387 C)336 7)588 
6)204 7)259 8)688 9)324 6)228 7)112 
8)360 
7)336 8)600 9)468 6)366 7)47(3 
8)656 9 )837 
s)37u 9)243 6)576 7)252 8)128 9)639 
6)234 
9):261 6)492 7)12(3 8)78~ 9)279 6)222 
7)61.6 
6)~12 7)329 8,144 9)828 6)174 
'7)672 8)520 
7 665 8)312 9 666 6)~ 7)287 
8)448 9)216 
8)440 9)567 6)3,78 7)~ 8)696 9)369 
l)) 444 
9)495 6)372 7)532 8)~ 9)~ 
6)276 7)602 
) 
6)156 7)399 8)392 9)~ 6 168 
7)266 8)20 
-
':- J ._34 8)2_6 9)3JF-i () :S4~ 7 322 
) 24 9)882 
8)232 0)855 6)~ 7)~ 
8)424 9)252 6)114 
-
9)87!1 o)3DO 7)693 8)336 n)477 6)402 7 1 448 
- - I / ' 
( pl of Sub titutio t t) 
B c J) g I~ G II I J l{ I, N 
17 34 23 1 32 :15 21 no 19 20 29 13 24 31 
0 p Q R s T u v w x y z 
11 26 1f! 26 ~3 15 28 36 18 27 22 14 
I 28 I 19 7 I 24 I a 18 16 30 21 I 14 I I I I I 
I 29 I 12 25 33 36 15 22 26 20 I 27 
I I I I 
I 34 I 11 23 18 36 32 I 20 11 28 I 30 
I I I I 
I 16 I 22 12 19 23 18 I 17 29 I 34 I 32 I I I I I 
I 16 I 31 13 26 2> I 27 I 24 14 I 21 I a 
I I I I I I 
I 5 I 33 I 20 32 I 3 I 1 I 2 23 I < I 18 I I I I I I I I I I 
I 1 I I 12 I 21 I 7 I 2- I 31 I 1 I 22 I ~ I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I '6 I 2 I 1 I . I 2 I •) .__ I 27 I I I 3· I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
15 I 27 3· I 2 I a I 4 I 7 I a2 I 
I I I I I I 
22 35 I 18 I 9 I 2- I 2 2 ! 2 I 2s I 
I I I I I I I 
31 I 2 I 2 21 I 28 . 3 I 8 o I 20 I 2 I 
I I I I I I I 
I 3 21 I 14 I 2 22 I 2 I I 
I I I I I I 
2- 17 I 27 I 32 2 13 1- 9 I 2 I 
I I I I 
23 2- 32 I 14 34 I a 36 I 2 I 1~ 
I I I I 
22 27 I 2 I 17 33 3- 30 I 20 28 I 1 
I I I I 
29 19 16 12 26 I 18 I 28 I 19 17 I 24 I 
I I I I I 
31 J 18 I 10 l 30 I 21 l 14 ~ 29 I 12 I 2- I 33 I 





Finis . 
